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1 Introduction

I will base my final project of the course on work in progress in my PhD project.
In the PhD project I aim to design, implement and validate an incremental
transition-based parsing algorithm for a rich phrase structure grammar. The
overall aim is to build a highly efficient incremental parser with the best possible
balance of accuracy, robustness and efficiency. The syntax will be represented in
HPSG and given a semantic MRS representation. The parser will be trained on
HPSG treebanks, though may be augmented or relaxed to increase robustness.
For this project I will aim to optimize the feature model of the parser. I have
made a preliminary feature model for testing purposes, and will use this model
as a baseline.

In §2 of this paper I will introduce the HPSG parser, §3 will be an presen-
tation of the classification problem, §4 report on the new feature model, and in
§5 I present and evaluate the results.

2 Incremental Deterministic Shift-Reduce HPSG Parsing

The incremental shift-reduce parser that I am designing and implementing is
highly inspired by the MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007), and can be seen as an
attempt to use a similar implementation strategy on a grammar of higher gran-
ularity. The feature model for the MaltParser is well defined in (Nivre et al.,
2007), as well as learning methods for Timbl (Daelemans and Bosch, 2005) and
libSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001).

Incremental Deterministic is in this context used to label essential properties
of the parser:

• Incremental:

1. Input buffer β never grows in size

2. Passive edges in the stack are never altered or removed

3. Buffer β must be empty upon termination

• Deterministic

1. Derives only one analysis – Maximally efficient

2. Once committed to a parse transition, never backtrack
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• I may later possibly experiment with near-deterministic parsing that al-
lows backtracking and beam search.

2.1 Parser Layout

The syntactic HPSG structure is derived bottom-up from left to right following
a traditional shift-reduce scheme. The input buffer is a list of ERG Lexical
Entries1 corresponding to the input sentence.

• Example input sentence: Many terms are ambiguous

• Example input buffer: (many a1, term n1, be c are, generic adj)

The lexical entries constituting the input buffer will need to be derived in
a separate pass prior to the HPSG parsing, but for now I will use the gold
standard lexical entries for an input sentence. The data structure of the parser
can be defined as a set R = {r0, r1, ...rm} of ERG Lexical and Syntactic rules
and a sentence x = (w1, w2, ...wn), a parser configuration for x is a triple c =
(α, β, π) where

• α is a stack of active edges

• β is a sorted sequence of lexical entries corresponding to sentence x

• π is a stack of passive edges

• The stack of passive edges π makes up the full HPSG representation of
the input string if the string is accepted

2.2 Transition System

The shift-reduce parser has five different transitions, two of which assigns ERG
rules to the passive edges, thus building up the HPSG structure. The five
transitions are:

• READ (moves next ERG lexical entry from β to π)

• UNIT(C1) (add unary mother to π(i))

• ACTIVE (add active edge to stack α)

• PASSIVE(C2) (Build C2 with active edge to make passive edge, and add
to π)

• ACCEPT

# of classification choices: # ERG rules x 2 + 2 The preconditions will
reduce this number significantly.

Given the current state of the parser, an oracle will attempt to choose the
correct transition. The attached demonstration shortSent.pdf provides an
gold standard parse of the example sentence Many terms are ambiguous.

1http://www.delph-in.net/erg/
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3 The Oracle and the Current Performance

I have made a crude feature model to test a tentative oracle for this parser.
In this project, I will work on improving the feature model by introducing new
features. The original feature model provide the baseline that I will compare the
performance of the new feature model with. In the project I have used Timbl

and liblinear, which is a fast linear classifier that does not use kernels. The
current feature model consists of the six following features:

3.1 Baseline Feature Model

Feature 1 N0: Describes the first token on the input buffer.

Feature 2 N1: Describes the second token on the input buffer.

Feature 3 STACK: Denotes the position index of the last element on the stack, rela-
tive to the current position. If there is no element on the stack, the feature
is STACK=nil. If an active edge is added to the stack (TRANS=addtrace in
the data set), the subsequent feature will be STACK=0, denoting that the
active edge on the stack has the same position index as the position index
of the element the was most recently popped from the buffer. The feature
value will be -1,-2 etc if the position index of the last element on the stack
is lower than the current index.

Feature 4 T0: Denotes the last rule that was added to the passive edge for the
current index position, or T0=treen0nil if no such rule has been added
to the passive edge tree.

Feature 5 T1: Denotes the last rule that was added to the passive edge which has
an index smaller than then current index, or T1=treen0nil if no such rule
can be found.

Feature 6 LAST: Denotes the last transition of the parser, or startTrans if it is in
starting position (beginning of a sentence).

3.2 Accuracies

The model is trained on Section 1-12 of the WeScience Treebank (Ytrestøl et al.,
2009), as well as treebanks developed for the LOGON project (Oepen et al.,
2004), altogether 17,175 sentences and 927,803 parse transitions. The model
is tested on Section 13 of the WeScience Treebank, 801 sentences and 45,016
transitions. Using the default Timbl settings (IB1 learning algorithm and Gain-
Ratio weighting), the model has an accuracy of 0.75. liblinear reaches an
accuracy of 0.77 using default settings. I have chosen liblinear as an additional
benchmarking tool in this project because of its efficiency. However, I plan to
later experiment with none-linear classification, this will however require that I
scale the training data differently.

4 New Feature Model

The major part of the project has been to extract new features and evaluate the
performance of the new features models. This section presents the new feature
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model.

4.1 MaltParser Feature Model

The MaltParser default feature model includes six part-of-speech feature: the
two topmost stack tokens and the first four tokens of the remaining input buffer.
It also includes four lexical features, defined by the word form of the top token
on the stack, the head of the top token and the next two input tokens in the
input buffer. Finally, the dependency type features includes the top token on
the stack, its leftmost and rightmost dependent and the leftmost daughter of
the next input token.

4.2 Feature Adaptation

In designing a new feature model, I have been inspired by the model of the
MaltParser. However, since the granularity of an HPSG grammar is significantly
higher than a dependency grammar, the feature model has grown more complex.
The input buffer consists of ERG Lexical entries instead of word forms, and the
use of these tags should make the use of lexical tags redundant. The lexical entry
of a frequent word will normally consist of the word, followed by a part-of-speech
field. The part-of-speech field is extracted as a separate POS feature.

The dependency type features from the Malt Parser has been replaced by
features describing the ERG rules at the parsers current position, and the last
ERG rule on the active edge stack.

4.3 New Feature Model

The new feature model has been extended to 28 features. The features can
roughly be divided into four groups:

1. Features describing the lexical entry of the input word (N
−2 − N+2 for

Lexical Entries, POS
−2 − POS+2) for the part-of-speech), altogether 10

features.

2. Features describing the properties of lexical ERG rules of the current po-
sition of the parser, and the ERG rule to the left of the current position
(that may potentially become sister node of the ERG at the current stage).
Altogether 13 features.

3. Features that describes the position of the parser, relative to the size of the
remaining buffer, to the position of the last element on the stack, and the
span from the leftmost daughter to the rightmost daughter. Altogether
four features.

4. The last parse transition.

As an example, we will look at the features and the data structure of the
parser when it is in the 13Th stage of parsing the sentence Many terms are
ambiguous, slide 17 in shortSent.pdf. The parser configuration is represented
in Table 1

The next parse transition is to Passivize by combining the hoptcomp with
the be c are to derive the mother node hcomp. For this configuration, the
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α ([107,0,2,XCAT,[106]]], [109,2,3,XCAT,[108]])
β []
π ([100,0,1,many a1,[]], [102,1,2,term n1,[]], [103,1,2,plur noun orule,[102]],

[104,1,2,noptcomp,[103]], [105,0,2,adjn,[100,104]], [106,0,2,bare np,[105]],
[108,2,3,be c are,[]], [110,3,4,generic adj,[]], [111,3,4,punct period orule,[110]],
[112,3,4,hoptcomp,[111]])

Table 1: Parse configuration at stage 13 of the parsing of the sentence Many
terms are ambiguous.

XCAT

bare np

adjn

�
�

��

H
H

HH

many a1

”many”

noptcomp

plur noun orule

term n1

”terms”

XCAT

be c are

”are”

hoptcomp

punct period orule

generic adj

”ambiguous.”

Figure 1: Tree representation of the passive and active edges in Table 1.

features will be presented in Table 2. In Table 1 we see that this means popping
[109,2,3,XCAT,[108]] off the active edge stack, and add [113,2,4,hcomp,[108,112]]
to the passive edges. The oracle decides the next parse transition by using
features extracted from the parser configuration, see Table 2.

5 Evaluation

Applying the new feature model, I trained a new classifier using the default con-
figurations of Timbl and liblinear. Again, the accuracy describes the ability
of the parser to predict the next parser transition given a gold standard parse
configuration. Timbl provides the InfoGain and GainRatio for the features,
which provides good cues as for the usefulness of the features (see Table 3).

From Table 3 we see that the most valuable feature is LAST, which describes
the last parse transition. This does not come as a surprise, as the most common
parse transition, TRANS=shift, will always follow either the ACTIVE transi-
tion, or occur at the beginning of the parse, and TRANS=shift is the only valid
transition in these configurations. This also explains why the parse transition
SHIFT is classified correct with 100 % recall and precision by Timbl.

The features with the lowest InfoGain and GainRatio are feature 3, 7, 8,
12 and 16. They do however contribute to the overall accuracy of Timbl, and
ignoring them will result in 1% drop of accuracy.
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# Feature Name Info Example
1 RemBuffLen Number token remaining on the buffer Empty
2 buffLengthMinusSpan Length of the buffer minus length of span from 3-5

the leftmost daughter to the rightmost daughter
3 N-2 The N

−2 lexical entry in the input buffer term n1
4 N-1 The N

−1 lexical entry in the input buffer be c are
5 N0 The current lexical entry in the input buffer generic adj
6 N1 The N+1 lexical entry in the input buffer < /s >
7 N2 The N+2 lexical entry in the input buffer < /s >
8 POS-2 The POS

−2 of N
−2 in the input buffer n1

9 POS-1 The POS
−1 of N

−1 in the input buffer c are
10 POS0 The POS of the current lexical entry on the adj

input buffer
11 POS1 The POS+1 of N+1 in the input buffer < /s >
12 POS2 The POS+2 of N+2 in the input buffer < /s >
13 ERG-1 The lexical rule/entry to the left of the be c are

current position
14 ERG-1Terminal Boolean value or nil True
15 ERG-1UnaryDaughter None-terminal unary daughter of ERG-1 False
16 ERG-1LexDaughter Terminal daughter of ERG-1 nil
17 ERG-1Unary Unary daughter of ERG-1 False
18 ERG-1LHS Left-hand side daughter of ERG-1 nil
19 ERG-1RHS Right-hand side daughter of erg-1 nil
20 ERG0 ERG rule in current position hoptcomp
21 ERGUnaryDaughter Unary daughter of ERG0 False
22 ERGUnary Boolean value or nil True
23 ERG0LexDaughter Boolean value or nil False
24 ERG0LHS Left-hand side daughter of ERG0 nil
25 ERG0RHS Left-hand side daughter of ERG0 nil
26 StackLen Distance from current position to the position 1

of the last word on α
27 SpanLen The distance from the left-most to the right-most 1

daughter for the current ERG rule
28 LAST addhead:hoptcomp

Table 2: Features at stage 13 of the parsing of the sentence Many terms are
ambiguous.

5.1 Results

The new accuracies are presented in Table 4, as well as the accuracies of the old
(baseline) feature model. In the evaluation I used the same training data and
test set for both feature models, and applied the default settings of Timbl and
liblinear.

From the results we can conclude that liblinear is better at utilizing the
richer feature model, as its increase in accuracy is much higher than Timbl.
This is likely to be a result of the difference in learning algorithms.
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Feats Vals InfoGain GainRatio
1 6 0.375 0.165
2 9 0.484 0.397
3 10491 0.692 0.079
4 10840 1.233 0.135
5 11417 1.338 0.171
6 11417 0.849 0.100
7 11175 0.580 0.069
8 1175 0.372 0.071
9 1203 0.879 0.159
10 1248 0.965 0.220
11 1248 0.649 0.120
12 1207 0.354 0.070
13 3666 1.195 0.173
14 3 0.193 0.133
15 5391 0.555 0.151
16 3 0.097 0.089
17 3 0.191 0.145
18 1531 0.217 0.137
19 1181 0.308 0.159
20 253 1.426 0.339
21 3 0.520 0.331
22 9525 1.068 0.238
23 3 0.248 0.201
24 3665 0.833 0.289
25 1582 0.580 0.253
26 9 0.964 0.492
27 6 0.442 0.263
28 255 2.181 0.519

Table 3: Timbls InfoGain and GainRatio values for the new features.

Feature Model Old New
Training Algorithm Timbl liblinear Timbl liblinear

Accuracy 0.75 0.77 0.83 0.90

Table 4: Accuracies for the old and the new feature model.

5.2 Conclusion and Further Work

The work with this classification problem will continue throughout my PhD
project. This can be roughly be branched into two directions. First, the feature
model can be improved by continuous work in terms of testing new features and
improving the ones I already have. Second, I will train this data using other
(none-linear) training algorithms. This may require that the data set is split up
and divided into smaller sections, as the data set is already too large to train
on none-linear training algorithms.

As for the oracle, this may be extended to take grammatical rules into con-
sideration when doing the classification, and I assume that I will eventually have
an oracle that only choose among legal parse transitions, and disregard transi-
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tions that we already know are incorrect. These extentions will be considered
and possibly implemented later in my PhD project.
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